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AB ST RA CT

At present with increasing popularity of online shopping Debit or Credit card fraud
.Personal information security are major concerns for customers, merchants and banks
specifically in the case of Card Not Present. Many web applications provide secondary
authentication methods i.e., secret questions (or password recovery questions), to reset the
account password when a user’s login fails. Today’s prevalence of smart phones has
granted us new opportunities to observe and understand how the personal data collected by
smart phone sensors and apps can help create personalized secret questions without
violating the users’ privacy concerns. We also provide a secure system for barcode-based
visible light communication for online payment system using image stenography
methodology. We present a Secret-Question based Authentication system, called “SecretQA”that creates a set of secret questions on the basis of people’s smartphone usage. We
develop a prototype on Android smartphones, and evaluate the security of the secret
questions by asking the acquaintance/stranger who participate in our user study to guess the
answers with and without the help of online tools meanwhile we observe the questions
reliability by asking participants to answer their own questions.
© Copy Right, Research Alert, 2016, Academic Journals. All rights reserved.

INTRODUCTION
Online shopping is the retrieval of product information via the
Internet and issue of purchase order through electronic
purchase request, filling of credit or debit card information
and shipping of product by mail order or home delivery by
courier.
1.
2.

Identity theft is the common danger of online
shopping.
Identity theft is the stealing of someone’s identity in
the form of personal information and misuse of that
information for making purchase.

The concept of text based steganography and visual
cryptography using visible light communication, which
minimizes information sharing between consumer and online
merchant but enable successful fund transfer from consumer’s
account to merchant’s account thereby safeguarding consumer
information and preventing misuse of information at merchant
side[1].
Secret questions (password recovery questions) have been
widely used by many web applications as the secondary
authentication method for resetting the account password
when the primary credential is lost. When creating an online
account, a user may be required to choose a secret question
from a pre-determined list provided by the server, and set
answers accordingly. The user can reset his account password
by providing the correct answers to the secret questions later.
For the ease of setting and memorizing the answers, most
secret questions are blank-fillings (fill-in-the-blank, or shortanswer questions) and are created based on the long-term

knowledge of a user’s personal history that may not change
over months/years (e.g., “What’s the model of your first
car?”)[2]. However, existing research has revealed that such
blank-filling questions created upon the user’s long-term
history may lead to poor security and reliability.
The Secret-QA system consists of two major components,
namely the user-event extraction scheme and the challengeresponse protocol.
The User-event Extraction Scheme
Today’s smartphones are typically equipped with a plethora
of sensors and apps which can capture various events related
to a user’s daily activities, e.g., the accelerometer can record
the user’s sports/motion status without consuming excessive
battery.
Selection of sensors/apps
In the user-event extraction scheme, Secret-QA selects a list
of sensors and apps for extracting the user activities,
including: (1) the common sensors equipped on the top-ten
best-selling smartphones in 2013, the top-ten downloaded
Android apps in 2013, and [3] the legacy apps (Call, Contact,
SMS, etc.).Because these sensors and apps are already built-in
for almost all the smartphones, our approach is naturally
suitable for smartphone users without introducing any extra
hardware costs.
Secret-QA client app
Given the designated sensors and apps for building the
authentication system, we develop a Secret-QA client app
called “EventLog” to extract the features for question
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generation. The client app schedules the feature extraction
process periodically, and then features will be recorded in the
local databases.
For example, we adopt libSVM on Android to detect motion
related user events, and we set the minimum duration to 10
minutes for noise removal (details on how to create questions
and algorithms for other types of events extraction. Note that
our extraction of user events are most lazily scheduled using
Android Listener to save battery [4]. Meanwhile, we will
pause the scheduling for some sensors after the screen is
locked (e.g., app usage), because no events can happen during
screen-lock periods.
Secret-QA server
A trusted server is used as the auditor, which can also provide
the user authentication service even if the phone is not
available. As shown in block diagram, when authentication is
needed, users’ phone can generate questions with local
sanitized data and send the answers/results (e.g., how many
questions they answered correctly) to auditors via HTTPS
channels.

We create three types of secret questions: A “True/false”
question is also called a Yes/No” question because it usually
expects a binary answer of “Yes” or “No”; a “multiplechoice” question or a “blank-filling” question that typically
starts by a letter of “W”, e.g., Who/Which/When/What. We
have two ways of creating questions in either a “Yes/No” or a
“W” format: (1) a frequency based question like “Is someone
(Who is) your most-frequent contact in last week?” and (2) a
non-frequency based one like “Did you (Who did you) call
(Someone) last week?”,B.)
Transaction in online shopping
In this module traditional online shopping consumer selects
items from online shopping portal and then is directed to the
payment page. Online merchant may have its own payment
system or can take advantage of third party payment systems
such as PayPal, pay online system, Web Money and others. In
the payment portal consumer submit his or her credit or debit
card details such as credit or debit card number, name on the
card, expiry date of the card[5][6].
Image steganography for secure transaction through visible
light communication
Steganography is the art of hiding of a message within
another so that hidden message is indistinguishable. The key
concept behind steganography is that message to be
transmitted is not detectable to casual eye. Visual
Cryptography (VC) is a cryptographic technique based on
visual secret sharing used for image encryption. Using k out
of n (k, n) visual secret sharing scheme a secret image is
encrypted in shares which are meaningless images that can be
transmitted or distributed over an untrusted communication
channel [7][8]. Only combining the k shares or more give the
original secret image.

Fig1 System Architecture diagram

Monitor Phone for security question
Monitoring our mobile phone data in order to increase the
security. This process was separated into 3 phases they are
Application data, Phone status and battery status. If user
forgets the password question will be raised phone app like
battery status or app status etc. If user gives right answer he
will be allowed to change the password.
Monitoring our mobile phone data in order to increase the
security. This process was separated into 3 phases they are
application data, phone status and battery status. If user
forgets the password question will be raised phone app like
battery status or app status etc. If user gives right answer he
will be allowed to change the password.

Fig.3 Transaction sample

In the proposed solution, information submitted by the
customer to the online merchant is minimized by providing
only minimum information, this will verify the payment made
by the customer from its bank account. This is achieved by
the introduction of a central Certified Authority (CA) and
combined application of steganography and visual
cryptography. The information received by the merchant can
be in the form of account number related to the card used for
shopping. The information will only validate receipt of
payment from authentic customer.
Fig 2 Monitoring secret questions
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CONCLUSION

4.

Security questions have reduced information technology help
desk costs. By allowing the use of security questions online,
they are rendered vulnerable to keystroke logging attacks. In
addition, whereas a human customer service representative
may be able to cope with inexact security answers
appropriately, computers are less adept. As such, users must
remember the exact spelling and sometimes even case of the
answers they provide, which poses the threat that more
answers will be written down, exposing them to physical
theft. Therefore by asking secret question, data can be more
secured when sharing highly confidential data like sharing
banking details etc.
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